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CC 3502/2 (04/12)
ADOBE LIVECYCLE DESIGNER ES
 of 
WEAPON DANGER ZONE (WDZ) WORKSHEET
AIR OPERATIONS ONLY
INITIALS / DATE
SAFETY
SCHEDULING
AIR OFFICER
4.  DATES OF TRAINING:
7.  START FIRE/CEASE FIRE LINES:  
9.  IMPACT AREA GRIDS:  
a.  
b.  
c.  
11.  BPs (if used):
SERVICE
UNIT OF MEASURE
AIRCRAFT TYPE
N/A
WEAPON/MUNITIONS (MODE)
N/A
EVENT (LEVEL/DIVE) LOFT
N/A
LIVE FIRE
Select whether event is live fire or not.
N/A
AIRSPEED
ALTITUDE
RELEASE ANGLE
RELEASE RANGE TO TARGET
TARGET GRID
TARGET TYPE/SIZE
FINAL ATTACK HEADING
FIRING DIRECTION 
(SIDEFIRE)
CONTAINMENT
N/A
Be sure to enable JavaScript before filling this form electronically.
Note:    1. Provide impact boxes and weapons footprints to Range Safety far enough in advance to ensure final approval is made at least 48 business hours prior to conducting training in the R2501 airspace.
 
              2. If this training event is in support of ground units (i.e. TACP Shoot, FSCEX), then the ground unit must provide this information to Range Safety prior to going to the field.
 
              3. Re-confirm with scheduling the dates of training.
 
4. If you want to use the same weapon system for multiple headings let us know. List the Firing Directions in the chart above.  
 
5.  Firing Direction is for platforms that have side fire.
 
6. If dropping from altitude greater than 18,000 feet MSL, use MACH for airspeed.
 
7. The Marine Corps requires a containment of 99.9999. 
 
8. The cone for fixed wing aircraft works best in 15 degree increments.  Example: 015-030 degrees magnetic.
 
9. The release range to target can be computer generated from the profile established in the chart above.
 
10.  If using JDAMs, unit must confirm "triple check" procedures or largest footprint will be used.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR AIR UNITS REQUESTING TRAINING AT 29 PALMS
 
THIS SMART PACK WILL WALK YOUR UNIT THROUGH ALL REQUIREMENTS NEEDED TO TRAIN AT 29 PALMS.
 
 
·     All training requests being submitted via the RFMSS Program or by hard copy request must be completely filled out to include user fields, POC info, and the notes section for anything not covered on the request sheet. We need accurate POC info to include email and at least one good phone number. If you are away from home station we still need to contact you. If we cannot contact you, we will not approve your request.
 
·     All training requests, to include requesting “Stick Time” in the R2501 airspace, need to be submitted far enough in advance that all deconflictions, co-use agreements, and final request approvals be completed 48 business hours prior to the start of your event. It is your responsibility to check and track your request(s).  The Aviation Safety brief will only be sent to your unit when all requirements have been met. 
 
·     Confirmed receipt of the 29 Palms aviation safety brief is a requirement for your unit to enter the R2501 airspace.
 
·     When requesting airspace in the R2501 for any event (I.E. Blacktop, Lead Mtn. and Rainbow Canyon) 29 Palms Range Scheduling must deconflict by training area.
 
·     When your unit requests stick time or just over flight DO NOT SHOW UP WITH LIVE ORD, YOU WILL BE TOLD TO RTB. 
 
·     The Bristol and Sundance MOAs need to be requested through 29 Palms Range Scheduling as outlined above, prior to the start of your event. The Turtle MOA is not requested through 29 Palms Range Scheduling.
 
·     Spins are only required if you have multiple sections of differing platforms or combined arms w/ ground personnel. This ensures the proper deconfliction procedures are in place. 
 
·     When requesting live fire events, there will be no fires or the effects of fires (the effects of fires include but are not limited to brass falling on the ground) within 1000 meters of any border.  If the weapons footprint or effect of the weapon overflows into another training area then that training area will need to be requested also. 
 
·     When requesting a live fire event with Hellfire Missiles OR RELATED PGM'S, 29 Palms Range Scheduling needs even more lead time to deconflict the weapons footprint. DO NOT SHOW UP WITH A HELLFIRE OR JDAM WEAPON SYSTEM AND EXPECT TO EMPLOY THE WEAPON UNLESS IT HAS BEEN PRE-APPROVED AND DECONFLICTED.
 
·     When requesting a training event that includes ground units (including but not limited to a TACP, or FSCEX type event) the ground units SDZ, Scheme of Maneuver, and ORM must be coordinated by your unit, and 29 Palms Range Scheduling needs to be informed who will be supporting your unit with accurate points of contact information.
 
·     Major evolutions (including but not limited to long range helo raids) require a face to face meeting with Range control to work out controlling measures and deconfliction. 
 
·     When supporting any training event of another unit, requests to utilize R2501 airspace or ground space either before or after your support mission DOES NOT FALL UNDER the training event and must be requested as outlined above, and is considered unit training.
         
·     Impact boxes and Weapons footprint diagrams can be faxed or delivered to Range Management and Development Division (Bldg. 1559).  The FAX number is Comm: (760) 830-6929 or DSN 230-6929. 
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